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2020-2021 Dues
If you have not already done so, please renew your
dues for the coming 2020-2021 membership year.
Dues are still $10. Dues due June 2020.

Knight by Marty Ryan

Please remit your dues to John Nickerson at the
meeting or send it to him at 18 Stone Street,
Middleboro, MA 02346 .
Don't forget to ask for the Family Membership if you
have sons or daughters as members in the club as well.
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FROM THE BRIDGE
The President's Column
Well, here we are in our 52nd membership year. You can still hear my iconic cry, from six feet away,
muffled by my mask, “the membership fee is still only $10 per year and we accept advanced payment
if you wish to get ahead on your membership”. There is also a family membership plan. You can catch
me at a meeting, (if we ever have one), or send your payments to me by mail, checks to be made
payable to Bay Colony Historical Modelers.
Doom and gloom corner... As they say, “There is a light at the end of the tunnel.” And it’s getting closer.
This is February. It’s tough to think it’s been a whole year since we last met together, with the
exception of our virtual meetings. By now, a few of our members should have received at least their
first dose of the vaccine. (First responders, front line workers, over 75, etc. I hope!) It’s very possible,
that by the time you read this, I will be eligible to receive my first dose, along with a number of other
members. That is, as long as we can find an appointment. Don’t take that as a negative, for the
moment, it’s just the nature of the beast. Maybe, by the time I become eligible, they will have the bugs
ironed out. By comparison, I needed to go for a Covid test. It took a couple phone calls to set up the
appointment at BID Plymouth, (Jordan Hospital). The snag was that the first appointment they gave
me was more than 72 hours out from the procedure. (The Dr.s office requires a negative test no more
than 72 hours out from the procedure to get in. The problem is in getting it with enough time for the lab
to turn around the results.) My appointment was for 10:30 am. I pulled into line at 10:20 am, with about
six cars ahead of me. More soon pulled into line behind me. I’m was met by ‘the receptionist’ when 2
cars from the tent. I roll my window down and give my name. She finds my paperwork, asks a couple
questions, gives me instructions, and takes the paperwork into the tent. A few moments later I’m
waved into the tent, asked a couple questions, and told what to expect. They fibbed. I’m suddenly
done. I roll out of the tent, fix my mask, and buckle up. 10:34 am and I’m back on the road. A well-oiled
machine. Now if we can get the vaccine distribution up to those standards… (Up until now I had been
giving Charlie Baker good marks for the pandemic, but he and the Commonwealth seem to have
dropped the ball on the vaccine rollout. I’m not sure how R.I. is doing.)
As far as our online meetings go, January was a good one, we had 13 people online. We seem to be
getting the bugs worked out, and a number of people updated their email addresses. It would appear
that we will still be doing that for a few more months. You can find more info on the online/virtual
meetings elsewhere in this issue, on the forum, or the web page.
All of the entries are in for our in house online photo/model contest. You can view all of the entries on
the club web site, (IPMSBayColony.com), in a special gallery Bob set up just for this test. I’ve not
found any voting instructions posted on the forum so I’m just going to send my picks for each category
to Bob at his treadhead address. Bob has sent the results out by email. I hope he posts them on the
forum, and in this newsletter.
The Hobby Bunker, 33 Exchange St. in Malden, has announced they are moving in April. The shop will
close in March. There new location will be 103 Albion St. Wakefield, MA. I bring this up because for
the month of February they are having a Moving sale! New, 2021, stock is not on sale, nor are Vallejo
products or Tamiya paints and sprays. 2020 and 2019 stock will be 20% off, and 2018 and older stock
will be 50% off. Visit their site, hobbybunker.com for hours. They do vary by day.
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When I started to put this column together I didn’t have much to write about. Then I started to find
things of interest…
The January Fine scale online video review included a couple items of interest. First up was the
Roden 1/32 scale O-2A Skymaster in US Navy service. I never knew the Navy used them. The
included decal scheme is for one of VFA-125’s aircraft. The Army transferred 6 aircraft to the Navy.
This is a very colorful scheme, navy, yellow and white. Wink, wink, Johnny Mac. The other thing that
caught my attention, for an entirely different reason, was the Agora ½ scale T-800 Terminator
Endoskeleton. Yes, ½ scale! When done it will stand about 3 foot tall, for all of you
Terminator/Schwarzenegger fans. Yes! Even you can own one! So if you’ve been perplexing over how
to spend your Covid Relief/stimulus check, problem solved. It will take at least a year to build because
it is a subscription plan. $129.99 per month, (no doubt, plus shipping), for 12 months. LOL! One of the
reviewers commented that you can use it as a night light in your bedroom.
On the Airfix front, they have released their 2021 release schedule. It’s about time, two months into the
year. When I first looked at this I was not impressed. It appeared to be mostly re-releases of current
new tools plus some ‘classic’ releases. For some reason I went back to look for something and
realized there is very little promotion in it. No flags or arrows pointing out ‘new tools’. You have to look
carefully. I started to find a few things to get excited over. Some of the high points are the 1/48 scale
Canadair Sabre F.4 scheduled for May. I believe this is a new tool. June brings the promise of a 1/48
de Havilland Chipmunk T.10. This I also believe to be a ‘new tool’. There are some photos of the
computer generated kit, but no box art. This should build into a very colorful aircraft. July brings us a
new 1/72 de Havilland Mosquito. Another new tool? It doesn’t say, nor does it list the parts count for
comparison. No Mark number is given, but it has a glass nose of a bomber version. (Not to be
confused with a glass jaw.) August comes with the promise of a 1/48 de Havilland Vampire F.3. They
are showing 3 schemes, one each, British, Canadian, and Norwegian. Again I think this is another new
tool. October sees 3 items of interest. The 1/72 scale LIM-5. This is the Polish built version of the MiG
17 they released about a year ago. Basically just new decals. The 1/32 scale Jaguar 420 Saloon. This
is a ‘classic’ re-release of an old mold, but this kit hasn’t been available in many years. And rounding
out the month is the 1/35 scale Austin K2/Y Ambulance. This I believe, is a new tool of this WW2
vehicle. I don’t believe any other major company has had this on their roster, and could be the
highlight of the 2021 season. They have promised the re-release of the 1/72 scale Aichi D3A1 ‘Val’, in
November. This kit, which may be considered one of their classics, with raised panel lines and rivets,
has been packaged in their current red box range, previously. People ask me why I always write about
Airfix. Two reasons. I’ve been building Airfix kits since the early ‘60s. And, Airfix sends me emails
about release schedules and product lines. I’d be happy to pass along any info sent to me by other
companies, if they send it to me.
Another Fine Scale Video Review brought my attention to two Kinetic Gold Series releases. The 1/48
Harrier Gr.1 and 1/48 AV-8A Harrier. Both kits retail for $66, and both kits, (they are the same molds,
just packaged with different instructions and decals), from what I saw, look like fine moldings,
recessed panel lines, and fine engraving. Also in the video was the Italeri 1/72 P-38J Lightning. MSRP
$43.99! This is a reissue of the Academy P-38 kit which hasn’t been released since 2005, and has
been reviewed by some as the best P-38 kit on the market.
Italeri has also re-released a number of aircraft kits as part of their “Battle of Britain” series. These are
old molds, some going back to the ‘70s. Amongst them is the 1/48 Fiat Cr 42 Falco. This is the 15 year
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old kit, re-released with Battle of Britain decals. 4 BoB schemes and 2 others. MSRP $50. Appears to
be a nice kit.
I am looking for a US source for IBG kits here in the States. I’ve tried my usual online sources. I’ve
even tried Amazingzon. I found some offered there, but not at any discount, and some were being
offered with $24.95 shipping. Definitely not Prime. IBG has been doing WW2 Polish aircraft in 1/72.
They also do 1/700 Polish navy, 1/72 and 1/35 armor kits. A little over a year ago I purchased one of
their light bomber kits, just to look see, at Harry’s. It’s a beautiful little kit. I’d like to expand that
collection. They have a number of releases, but many are the same kit, just in different markings. For
example the PZL-11c is produced in a couple different letter variants, and a couple of export options.
There website is operational, but everything is in euros. (I don’t trust euros. I’m not sure how the
purchase will be translated. 24 euros, excuse me, 24,00 euros, is that $19.95 or $52.95.) Makes me
wonder if they can’t ship here due to the pandemic. Something I found of interest on their website in
1/35 is an Italian truck mounted 90 mm Anti-Aircraft gun. 54,00 euros. Just what is my interest level?
The March 2021 issue of Fine Scale is out. I’m not sure what’s going on here. Are they trying to go
more ‘on-line’? Only 60 pages including covers. The only kit review is a 1/72 Zvezda C-130H. MSRP
$80. Sound like a nice kit, but do I need to add another un-built C-130 to my collection? Tune in next
issue and see. Down in the lower corner of the page is a listing of eight other kits reviewed on-line.
Besides the normal every issue stuff there were only seven articles in this issue. A couple were a bit
longer than normal, though. Two articles were sci-fi. But two articles were of interest to me. The article
on the Vickers-Armstrong Mk. VI B light tank in Malta markings caught my interest. This thing is my
kind of ugly. The article is a bit of a review of the Vulcan 1/35 scale kit. The other article is a build by
Albert Tureczek, of a Monagram 1/72 scale B-52 as an X-15 mothership. The aircraft in question is
Balls 8, a Boeing NB-52B (No. 52-0008). The scheme is polished aluminum and day-glow orange.
This article opened the nostalgia doors for me. In the early ‘60’s, Revell released a 1/175 scale kit of
the B-52 with X-15 under its wing. We would see clips of the B-52 dropping the X-15 on TV, on the
nightly news. I built that kit as a kid. Cast in silver grey plastic, I bought some Testors 10 cent gloss
orange and white and painted it. I painted the X-15 in black. It looked great to me. It was a favorite of
mine for many years. I don’t know the final fate of that model. About a year ago, Atlantis re-released
this kit. I have to admit I have been tempted. In 1987 Monogram released the B-52 with X-15 in 1/72
as part of their ‘Young Astronauts’ series. I have to admit I was tempted here also, but I already had an
earlier release of their B-52, and a 1/72 scale X-15. If you purchased one of those Young Astronauts
kits, you made a good investment. They are being sold on E-bay for $250. Monogram reissued the B52/X-15 combo in a new box in 2011. Albert’s build takes a Monogram B-52D and converts it back to a
52B. He “oil canned” the surfaces. The skin of the B-52 moved when pressurized, and when the wing
flexes. I have copies of photos taken by a friend, from when he served with B-52s in Thule, Greenland,
showing the wrinkled skin when the plane was at rest. Albert also skins it in aluminum foil. It looks
fantastic! It has me thinking. I’ve never skinned an aircraft. I don’t think I’d like to start on a beast of a
project like a B-52. I think the route I may choose will be with Alclad.
On Feb. 12, 1942, 2 Spitfires spotted the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, along with the Prinz Eugen and
their escorts, in the English Channel. Its 10:42 am. The Channel Dash, ‘Operation Cerberus’, was
underway. I was writing about this but had to trim it out to fit all of the other stuff in.
I miss you guys! Stay safe, my friends!
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God bless America! Pray for our servicemen overseas.
Happy modeling and give kits to kids!
John J. Nickerson

bchmaprez@verizon.net

VIDEO MEETING INSTRUCTIONS
Due to Covid 19 and the ongoing issues with gatherings, our model club will be holding club meetings
in virtual format on Facebook. Therefore, the our upcoming Club Meetings will now be virtual
meetings until further notice. Do not worry that the meetings will be held through Facebook as you will
not need a Facebook account to attend a virtual meeting.
Requirements for the meeting are as follows:
1) You will not need a Facebook account to attend the virtual meeting
2) You can attend the meeting on your iPad, Tablet, Laptop, Desktop or Smart Phone
3) You will need a device that has a camera and microphone on it
Instructions for the meeting are as follows:
1) you will receive an e-mail from me with a Link to the meeting room about an hour before the
meeting
2) you can:
– click on the link if you are reading your e-mail on your smart phone and attend the meeting on
your Smart Phone
– Log onto your laptop, iPad, Tablet or Desktop and call up your e-mail and click on the link in the
e-mail to attend the meeting on the device you are using. Remember you need a camera and
microphone on the device you are using.
– You can copy the link in the e-mail and paste it in your browser on your device and hit enter
and go to the meeting room that way.
3) Log on and go to the meeting room at 1:00 PM.
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4) Remember we can not all talk at once. Please be respectful.
You can bring a completely or in-completed model to the meeting and show it to everyone. You could
bring a recent kit purchase or book you have to show as well.
If you have any problems logging on please contact me at 508-641-5873 so that I can address them.
Please do not try e-mailing me as I will not be seeing e-mail during the meeting.
Bob Magina

Kit Review – Trumpeter Russian BMP-3 IFV
by Bob Magina
In a recent sale at Sparetime in 2019, I picked up Trumpeter’s BMP-3 IFV. I have never built a
Trumpeter kit as of yet. I saw this kit and was very interested in this subject. So, $25 later I brought it
home.
Upon opening the kit I found no flash or warpage of any kind. Molding looked clean and there were
very few pin ejection marks to deal with. Trumpeter supplied a small fret of PE. Decal sheet looked
great. Trumpeter supplied individual track links which look like they might be a bit of a challenge. No
figure(s) were supplied. My only disappointment was the two part gun barrel, no slide mold technology
in this kit.
I immediately set out to find a metal gun barrel and found one by RB Models that supplied a very nice
main gun barrel and all 3 of the machine gun barrels. Very nice. On to the build.
The plastic is molded in tan color. Instructions are very clear and easy to follow. Assembly was pretty
straight forward with no problems. The kit provides parts for a minimal interior should you want one.
All hatches are molded separately should you choose to have an interior. In my case I did not use any
of these parts as I was going to have all hatches closed. So not to waste the parts, they went to my parts box
for future use.
On to the tracks. The individual track links only require cleanup at the attachment point to the sprue.
There were no ejection pin marks to cleanup. That’s the easy part. The guide horns for the track are
supplied separately and require you to attach them to each track link. Lots of patience is required to do
this. Once done the tracks assemble quite easily. I only used track link on the bottom and front/back
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ends since I would have the side skirts on and you would not see the top of the track. No sense in
doing something you do not need.
Assembly went well overall. No major problems. I primed the BMP in enamel rattle can flat black and
the track in enamel rattle can flat brown. I used AK acrylic Russian Green on the BMP itself and then
applied AK Tan for the camouflage per the kit instructions. I next flat coated the BMP with Testor’s
enamel Flat Coat. I next weathered the lower hull with Vallejo Thick and Splash Muds, along with
some Vallejo washes. I added the Sprockets and road wheels and then the track. Antennas came next
made from wire.
The base was simple ground work made from Vallejo Thick Mud, Scenic Factory Fall Leaves and
Silfor clump grass with a sprinkle of railroad ballast rocks. I topped it off with a light coating of snow
from Hudson and Allen. Several mud puddles were added using AK Puddles.
I added the BMP to the base along with a nameplate made on my PC.
All in all a nice rendition of the Russian BMP-3. I see myself building a few more of these in the near
future as I several other Trumpeter BMP-3 variant Kits in my stash. This kit is currently available in the
hobby store and mail order.
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In the Box Review:
Dragon MIM-23 Hawk M192 Anti-Aircraft Missile Launcher, 1/35 scale, (3580)
Smart Kit 1:35 Modern AFV Series
Up until the release of this kit, the only Hawk Missile kit available, at least to my knowledge, has been
the Renwal /Revell 1/32 scale kit from the early 1960’s. I built that kit a couple times as a kid. It is a
good basis to build a better model from. It also comes with a radar unit that requires a lot of work to
make an accurate representation.
The box is a two part lid / base construction, typical Dragon, (14 ¼” x 7 ½” x 2 ¾”). The cover art
work features two Hawk Missile launchers with missiles. One side panel shows seven different scheme
profiles. Three from the US Army and one each from Germany, Japan, Taiwan, and Greece. The
underside of the bottom tray has numerous computer generated depictions of the details they feel are
important to the kit. The box states that the kit contains over 150 parts and is for a skilled modeler age
14 and over.
The kit is composed of a black and blue on white instruction sheet, two clear plastic bags of parts and
two decal sheets in their own plastic bag. The larger bag contains five sprues of parts. Sprue C, which
contains the parts for the launcher. One sprue G with parts for one Hawk missile. And three small
sprues G with wheels and suspension parts. The smaller bag contains three sprues. Two sprue G with
missile parts, and one sprue G with parts for the launchers outrigger legs. (More on this later.)
The parts look crisp and I noticed almost no flash. There are a number of small parts. Many of the thin
parts, such as the outrigger legs have numerous tabs attached to them as ejector pins seats or flow
enhancers, creating a number of points that will have to be cleaned up. The ejector pin marks all seem
to be on interior surfaces or on small tabs attached to the parts that will have to be removed.
The instruction sheet is a fold out booklet type, typical of Dragon, composed of eight pages. The cover
page shows the box art and a sprue / part layout diagram. This is where I find the first problem with
the kit. It is a minor problem. An inexperienced modeler could have a problem at this point. One sprue
in the kit is labeled C, and the instructions show it that way. All of the other sprues are labeled G. The
Sprue diagram shows missile sprue G attached to wheel sprue G. In the kit those sprues are separated.
There is also a sprue G that is outrigger parts. Page 2 has some multi-lingual warning notes in very
small text, the assembly pictograms explanations, the paint spreadsheet based on GSI Creos paints, and
Model Master, and the first three assembly steps. Page 3, 4 and 5 contain the remaining seven assembly
steps. Page 6 contains the three US Army schemes. Pages 7 and 8 contain the four foreign schemes.
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The paint and marking diagrams show the decal locations and paint colors. The scheme silhouettes are
shaded in grey, blue and black. The first two US schemes have Model Master 2027 Dark Green
missiles. The nosecones are obviously a darker color but it is not called out. The third US scheme has a
white missile and what I believe to be black fins. Again, they are not called out. The Greek scheme has
dark nosecones. They appear to be darker than the US scheme, but are called out as Middle Stone. So it
appears that there are some color discrepancies and some research may be needed.
I purchased this kit for about $30 in a hobby shop. I’m giving this kit a rating on the Del Scale of 4
thumbs up out of 5.
John Nickerson

Up Scope
Mar 13th Meeting

Apr 10th Meeting

VIDEO MEETING

VIDEO MEETING

In Range
Jan 9th Meeting
VIDEO MEETING ATTENDEES
Robert Magina
Joe McDonald Jr.
Kevin Conlon
Bob Don
Ray Rosario
John Nickerson
Paul Champagny
Norm Babcock
Chris Libucha
Gian Montecalvo
Mike McNamara
Russ Thibeault
John McCormick

Feb 13th Meeting
VIDEO MEETING ATTENDEES
Robert Magina
Paul Williams
Kevin Conlon
Bob Don
John McCormick
Mike McNamara
Norm Babcock
Gian Montecalvo
Ray Rosario
Chris Libucha
Joe McDonald Jr.
John Nickerson
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IPMS Bay Colony Modelers meet the second Saturday IPMS Bay Colony
of each month from 1:00 to 4:00 PM. The meetings
Modelers
take place at selected members houses. Look at the
Battlewagon or the club website for location and
directions. Guests are always welcome. Membership 71 Willow Lane
is $10.00 per year. Members and guests are
Plainville, MA 02762
encouraged to bring completed models or works in
progress for display and discussion.
phone: (508)-641-5873

Historical

e-mail: treadhead@comcast.net

The Battlewagon is published six times per year. All
web: www.ipmsbaycolony.com
opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect IPMS Bay Colony or IPMS USA
views. Submissions relevant to modeling are welcome,
and may be published at the discretion of the editor.
All material is subject to editing. There is no payment
for articles.

2020 - 2021 Club Dues
If you have not already done so, please renew your
dues for the coming 2020-2021 membership year.
Dues are still $10. Please remit your dues to John
Nickerson at a meeting or send it to him at 18 Stone
Street, Middleboro, MA 02346

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS

(508) – 222-3460

Hobby Hut
47 Bank Street Rear
Attleboro, MA 02703
Models - Trains - Paints - Rockets - RC
- Hobby Supplies 10-6 Daily
10-5 Sat
Closed Sundays
- WILL SPECIAL ORDER -

IPMS Bay Colony Historical Modelers
71 Willow Lane
Plainville, MA 02762

